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Social Media Best Practices 

GETTING STARTED 
The main objectives of social media managers for Alumni Networks are the following: 
 

 Act as a resource by informing the public about your 
Networks and sharing photos from events. 

 Post links to registration pages through the Alumni 
Association calendar of events. 

 List volunteer opportunities and calls to action. 

 Share UMass news, alumni profiles or career tips from 
UMassAlumni.com. 

 

SETTING UP YOUR CHANNELS 
 
1. CREATE YOUR PAGE 
Work with your Alumni Association staff liaison to request pages that may best fit your needs. Then, expect a call from our 
communications staff to get you started. If you already have a page but need a brand refresh to look more official and current, our 
Alumni Association staff is here to help! 

 

2. GET TO KNOW YOUR AUDIENCE 
Use your site analytics to determine: 

 Who represents your audience? 

 What is their age, gender, location? 

 What times are they online? 

 

3. DEVELOP A VOICE 
It’s important to always keep the Alumni Association’s best interests in mind when posting, but that does not mean that your content 
can’t have a unique voice! Think about who will most likely be reading your posts and cater your voice to those followers.  

4. ADD USEFUL AND INTERESTING CONTENT 
The Alumni Association will routinely share content with you about upcoming events, profiles and other post-worthy happenings with 
the UMass alumni circle, but think about other trustworthy hubs that may generate content targeted to your specific group. 
 

For starters: 

 Connect with the Alumni Association by liking our 
Facebook page and encourage your UMass friends to do 
the same 

 Share our message by liking and sharing content from our 
page and others, including:  

o Alumni Association Facebook Page 
o UMass Amherst Facebook Page 
o UMass Athletics Facebook Page  

 Share UMass News and Alumni Profiles from 
www.UMass.edu and www.UMassAlumni.com 

 
 

 Direct alumni to benefits through the Alumni 
Association. 

 Encourage alumni posts: answer questions, thank 
people for sharing news and direct them to resources. 

 Represent the Alumni Association and UMass Amherst 
in a professional manner with pride in your alma 
mater. 

 Add photo albums 

 Promote events (link to Alumni Association 
registration pages) 

 Tag us in your posts and use hashtags like #UMass, 
#UMassAmherst, #UMassAlumni, #GoUMass to 
engage with UMass Alumni 

http://www.umassalumni.com/
https://www.facebook.com/umassalumni/
http://www.umass.edu/
file:///C:/Users/sammsmith/Desktop/www.UMassAlumni.com


  

 

Social Media Channels for reference: 

 
5. PROMOTE YOUR PAGES AND BUILD YOUR AUDIENCE 
Some ways to promote your Networks’ social media channels are: 

 The Alumni Association website 

 The Alumni Network web pages – link or badge 

 Email broadcasts for Network events 

 “Suggest to Friends” link on Facebook 

 Inviting new contacts 

 Word of mouth 

 Encouraging friends to make comments 

 Liking other Networks or pages 

 Facebook Ads (fees apply) 
 

6. MONITOR YOUR CHANNELS 
 When is the best time for YOU to post? 

 Which windows of time offer the greatest engagement? 

 What kinds of posts generate the greatest engagement? 
 
View daily activity reports and demographics for your page using insights. Your job is to understand what the insights mean and 
use them to create engaging posts that encourage interaction with the page and attract new likes. 

 

7. WEEKLY MANAGEMENT 
Whereas Instagram might benefit from several posts in one day, LinkedIn groups rarely need more than a couple of posts a week. Get 
a feel for where your time is used best and manage your channels accordingly. 
 

 Keep content current and relevant 

 Keep a regular schedule for posts: weekly or biweekly 
 

Monitor content – Facebook doesn’t send email notifications to Page admins when posts are added to the wall like it does with 
your Personal Profile – you must review your Page regularly. People may sometimes comment on a post or post something on 
your page’s wall that is critical or negative. Unless the post is profane, obscene, harassing or threatening, it is not a best practice 
to delete it. People may also post something very positive on your page – you can allow these posts on your main timeline to 
bring extra attention to them. 

  

8. UTILIZE SOCIAL MEDIA TOOLS 

There are a number of free resources available to social media managers so you can monitor all of your channels at once. Hootsuite 
and Tweetdeck are great places to start. 
 

CONTACT US WITH ANY QUESTIONS 

Samm Smith at sammsmith@umass.edu or Erin McDowell at emcdowell@admin.umass.edu.  

Channel Alumni Association UMass Amherst 

 
www.facebook.com/umassalumni  www.facebook.com/UMassAmherst  

 
www.twitter.com/AlumniUMass  www.twitter.com/UmassAmherst  

 
www.linkedin.com/groups/University-Massachusetts-
UMass-Amherst-Alumni-40484/about  

https://www.linkedin.com/edu/school?id=18526&trk=edu-
cp-title  

 
www.flickr.com/photos/umassalumni/  www.flickr.com/photos/umassamherst/  

 
www.youtube.com/user/umassalumni  www.youtube.com/user/UMass/  

 
www.instagram.com/umassalumni www.instagram.com/umass 

https://hootsuite.com/
https://tweetdeck.twitter.com/
mailto:sammsmith@umass.edu
mailto:emcdowell@admin.umass.edu
http://www.facebook.com/umassalumni
http://www.facebook.com/UMassAmherst
http://www.twitter.com/AlumniUMass
http://www.twitter.com/UMassAmherst
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/University-Massachusetts-UMass-Amherst-Alumni-40484/about
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/University-Massachusetts-UMass-Amherst-Alumni-40484/about
https://www.linkedin.com/edu/school?id=18526&trk=edu-cp-title
https://www.linkedin.com/edu/school?id=18526&trk=edu-cp-title
http://www.flickr.com/photos/umassalumni/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/umassamherst/
https://www.youtube.com/user/umassalumni
http://www.youtube.com/user/UMass/
http://www.instagram.com/umassalumni
www.instagram.com/umass


  

 

Facebook 

  
Facebook has been studying the way we interact with content in our feeds for years. Just 
like how our habits and preferences online change overtime, Facebook changes the 
quality and quantity of content it displays in the feed.  While it’s frustrating to know that 
most posts only reach around 1% of followers, prioritizing the types of content and 
follower interactions the current algorithm favors will help increase feed impressions. 

THE FACEBOOK ALGORITHM - HOW TO KEEP YOUR POSTS RELEVANT 

Whenever someone visits their News Feed, there are around 1,500 stories waiting to be 
seen from the friends, people, and Pages that they follow. Since the average person 
doesn’t have the time to read through 1,500 posts, Facebook’s algorithm prioritizes 
stories that show users what they’re most likely to be interested in. Posts getting a lot of 
engagement (likes, comments and shares) across all of Facebook and trending 
conversations are just a couple of examples of con-tent that circulate more frequently in 
this algorithm. 

WHAT TO INCLUDE - AND KEEP OUT - OF YOUR POSTS 

What’s out? 

 Memes 

 “Like-bait”: asking followers to 
“like” a post (i.e. “Like this if you 
remember when.”) 

 Text-only posts from pages 

 Sales language 

DO 

 Tag other pages mentioned in your posts. If your content is relevant to followers 
of the other pages, Facebook may show your post in those followers’ feed. 

 Use link-shares. Facebook’s focus on making the feed a better news source for 
users means their algorithm now favors links. 

 Join or create conversations by tracking trending topics and using relevant 
hashtags. 

 Interact with followers. Facebook is not a one-way social network. Use the 
“reply” feature to answer followers or hold a full on Q&A session. 

DON’T 

 Introduce unrelated tags to try to reach other pages’ followers. Spam tactics 
won’t work, as Facebook’s algorithm looks solely for relevant content to share.  

 Sync all your services together to post from one source. Social networks don’t 
all communicate the same way. Prevent broken tags, poor formatting, and 
useless links by taking a few extra minutes (just a few!) to make separate posts. 

 Use Facebook like Twitter. Spread posts out and have distinct purposes for 
making them. Contain conversations with followers to the comments section of 
a post. 

 Post content without optimizing it for the platforms you’re sharing it on. Great 
looking content will be more engaging and will ultimately be more share-able.  
Use Facebook’s debug tool to reveal potential issues, and research formatting 
guidelines for photos. 

 

What’s in? 

 Using link-shares: copy/pasting 
URL and using auto-populated link 

 Posting news 

 Posts that garner more comments 
than likes 

 Tagging other relevant pages 



  

 

Twitter 

  MASTERING THE TWITTER COUNT: YOU DON’T NEED 140 CHARACTERS 
When you’re tweeting, you don’t need to use the full 140 characters. You can get away 
with just 65. Short tweets have been shown to actually increase engagement. 

 
ANALYTICS MATTER 
Leverage Twitter tools and Twitter Analytics to get more from your account. Twitter’s 
robust Analytics dashboard shows you your top tweets, mentions and followers by month, 
plus offers tips for growing your engagement. It even shows you your followers’ 
demographics and most popular interests, so you can tweet about the categories they’re 
most likely to respond to. It also features an events calendar, so you can plan tweets in 
advance around popular topics. 
 

PROMOTE YOURSELF: MAKE YOUR TWITTER HANDLE STAND OUT  
 Find similar, like-minded users and follow them. Retweet interesting posts and 

engage in conversations with individuals who have built a following.  

 Add hashtags (#) to your tweets. Hashtags call out a keyword in your posts so 
others can find it easier. When you begin typing a hashtag, Twitter will offer 
suggestions. If it’s relevant, use it to increase your tweet’s reach. 

 Twitter users like tweets that are informative, timely, useful and/or funny. Old 
Spice is an example of a brand that uses humor well, both in their tweets and 
engagements with other users. They have a distinctive, irreverent voice that 
remains consistent throughout their Twitter activity. 

DO 
 Engage with followers. Twitter is social medium and requires a certain level of 

social interaction. To build a strong Twitter community for your network, you 
need to connect with your followers, retweet them, ask questions and reply to 
their comments and complaints. 

 Tweet strategically. Choose your content carefully and use sources that are 
trustworthy, such as UMassAlumni.com and UMass.edu, along with a well-
thought tweet. Use hashtags that your target audience is using to target your 
tweets.   

 Keep your account up-to-date and the conversation going by tweeting often. If 
you’re not sure where to begin, a good rule of thumb is tweeting one to three 
times per day and adjust your frequency as you go based on what works best for 
your audience. 

DON’T 
 Engage with only your followers. While engaging with your followers is a high 

priority, if you’re looking to grow your audience you need to actively look out for 
Twitter conversations in your niche you can contribute. Search for relevant 
hashtags and add your tweets, participate in Twitter chats and actively engage 
with influencers in your field. 

 Overuse hashtags. Of course, hashtags are a great tool to reach out to new 
audience, but this doesn’t mean that you should use them all at once in your 
tweets. Instead, pick one or two, having in mind who you want to reach with your 
tweet and how relevant these hashtags are with its content. Keep in mind: the 
more the hashtags, the less with engagement for your tweet. 

 Spam. Unless it’s breaking news or a Twitter event, sending out a tweet every two 
minutes and flooding your followers’ timelines is not going to work. Instead, 
spread your tweets throughout the day, and focus on the time of the day your 
followers are online. 

Generally, the best time to tweet is at noon, 
with most audience activity starting at 1 p.m. 
until just after dinner time*. 



  

 

LinkedIn Groups  

STANDARD GROUPS 
Networks that want to cast a wide net will make their groups standard. Networks desiring 
to promote exclusiveness or wanting an in-house group will select “unlisted.” Standard 
groups are the preferred group type for all Alumni Association Networks. This allows 
alumni and industry experts to search our groups, join conversations and expand their 
own Networks. 
 

KNOW YOUR AUDIENCE 
For a group to be successful, Networks must recognize how their members want to 
participate. What are they looking for in a group? What content do they find most 
valuable? When in doubt, ask. Seek member opinions, ideas for upcoming posts and learn 
what content they would find most relevant. 
 

NURTURE BRAND AMBASSADORS 
As you and your members engage in the group, you likely will be able to spot ambassadors 
of your Network (internal and external). Encourage their further involvement. Dialogue 
within a passionate community can bring great insights into your business. You can use 
the group to test new ideas and gain support for new initiatives. The goal is to build a two-
way relationship with your members. Through groups, you can empower ambassadors to 
tell your Network’s story and help them tell theirs. 
 

MANAGE CONSISTENTLY 
Without an active manager, it’s easy for LinkedIn Groups to fall to the wayside. Many 
become inactive or defunct. An effective group is led by a committed individual or team 
that enforces group rules, moderates posts and leads conversations. 
 

SHARE YOUR CONTENT STRATEGICALLY 
A general rule of thumb for sharing in LinkedIn Groups is that less is more. Not only will 
you risk being flagged for spam and losing your group membership if you oversaturate the 
group with your content, over sharing leads to the risk of your fellow group members 
finding you to be less of a helpful resource. There is no magic formula for how often you 
should start a discussion in a LinkedIn group. If a group is more active and sees multiple 
new discussions started each day, you may want to start your own discussion once or 
twice a week. If the group is less active and only sees a few new discussions each week, 
you may want to adjust your posting rate accordingly. You can also stay relevant in a group 
by switching up the types of discussions that you start. Ask a genuine, relevant question 
that will encourage group members to engage and share their opinions. 

COMMIT TO THE GROUP 
Don’t get frustrated if some of the discussions that you start don’t garner 
much (if any) engagement. Realistically, you can’t expect each discussion in 
a busy LinkedIn group to get the attention that it deserves. Committing to 
the group, however, and continuing to share content and regularly asking 
and answering questions will better your chances at being seen and engaged 
with. If you’re still not noticing much engagement, try switching up the times 
that you’re posting in groups. Take a look at some of the previous discussions 
that have performed well and try to emulate the valuable pieces of those 
discussions. 

HELPFUL FEATURES 

Use the “Mentions” feature to notify your connections or a 

company that you’re talking about them in an update or 

comment. Type “@” and then begin typing a name in the 

box. You’ll then see a list of potential people or companies 

you can mention. 

 

You can now make conversations as engaging as possible by 

posting images to any new conversations. When you start a 

conversation, you can click the “Image” icon in the lower 

left corner of the conversation window to upload your 

image. 

POSTS/WEEK 



  

 

Instagram 

You might groan at the idea of introducing another social platform to your arsenal, but 
Instagram has become a marketing essential. Twenty-one percent of adults are using it 
(that’s more than Twitter!) with 53% of young adults ages 18-29 on the platform. Out of 
all the social platforms, many will find Instagram the most enjoyable and intuitive 
platform to use, making it less of a chore for them and a more authentic experience for 
followers. 
 

TELL YOUR STORY  
They say a picture is worth a thousand words. By sharing what your network is doing on 
Instagram, you’re telling your Network’s story more effectively than with just words. 
 

GO BEHIND-THE-SCENES 
People love thinking they have the inside scoop. Share behind-the-scenes photos to 
provide your followers insight of what’s to come. 
 

POST CONSISTENTLY  
Post daily, three times a week or once a week–frequency doesn’t matter, but consistency 
does. Imagine the disappointment for a follower excited to discover your Network has an 
Instagram account–only to find that is hasn’t been updated in weeks (or months). 
 

CONNECT YOUR OTHER SOCIAL MEDIA ACCOUNTS 
An Instagram photo can sometimes fill a niche on your Facebook or Twitter page. In these 
situations, Instagram allows you to easily syndicate your accounts for cross-posting 
opportunities. Be strategic with this approach and be mindful of formatting 
idiosyncrasies for each social media channel. 
 

CREATE AND MONITOR BRAND-RELATED HASHTAGS 
Create unique hashtags for your Network. Encourage your followers to use these when 
posting photos about you. This make it easier for you to track mentions and can help 
alleviate confusion on the appropriate hashtag to use when talking about your Network. 
 

KNOW WHAT YOUR COMMUNITY LIKES  
Keep track of what kinds of content your followers engage with most. Is it photos? 
Videos? Candids? Inspirational? Post more of what your audience likes. 
 

HIGHLIGHT FAN CONTENT  
Your Network should show your followers some love. If they post a photo and say 
something nice about your Network, “regram” their content and thank them. Try it and 
see how it works for you. 
 

ENGAGE WITH YOUR FANS 
Instagram isn’t just about posting and liking photos. Followers can leave comments and 
ask questions too—be sure to acknowledge and respond to those. 

RUN PHOTO CONTESTS  
Running a contest for a chance to win UMass tickets, swag or a gift-card is a great way to engage your fans. Who doesn’t like free stuff? 
 

BE STRATEGIC WITH YOUR #HASHTAGS 
Make sure the hashtags you use are relevant to the content you’re posting. The wrong hashtag can lead to unintended negative 
consequences. Don’t stuff your description with hundreds of irrelevant hashtags in an effort to game the system for more likes. 

 

Generally, the best time to ‘gram is right 
around 5 p.m., with peak activity at around 
6. The best days to post are all midweek*. 


